Mrs Bridle’s Class letter Summer 1 Term 2021
Welcome to the summer term, let’s hope that we see the sunshine and feel
the warmth this term. As we see new life emerge and longer lighter days
we can hopefully get outdoors and enjoy the fresh air more.
This term in English we are focusing on
Flotsam and Jetsam and looking at a book
by Mark Wiesner to compliment this topic.
If you take a walk along a beach and
discover flotsam, please do bring it in to
school and we can capture it in our net! It
is amazing the rubbish that gets washed
up on a beach.
We are also looking at first aid skills and
how these relate to Florence Nightingale,
we will be setting up a field hospital and
seeing how much a hospital has changed
from Florence’s time.
Spellings will be put on Tapestry so please
do look each week. If you have not
received a login then please do let me
know.
Maths will focus on 3d shape, addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.
Any practise at home of times tables
would be fantastic.

Art
We will be finishing off our
water colour pictures
looking at the artist Fred
Fieber and then moving
onto looking at
architecture and designing.
The children will make
their own houses using
card and foam.

We realise how tricky
coming back into school
after a break can be,
however we are talking
about a lot of issues that
the children raise and
giving time to unpack these
and finding strategies to
help them re-adjust.

Water bottles
Please make sure that your child comes to
school with a named water bottle. The
children tend to drink throughout the day
which is great, and it is important that they
stay hydrated especially on PE days.

Reading Books
Reading books need to come into school
every day. Last term most of the children
remembered them which was fantastic.

PE
This term in PE we will be looking at multiskills and athletics. PE is on a Tuesday and
Thursday and please make sure that warm
clothing and trainers or plimsolls are worn.
Forest School sessions are now every
Tuesday afternoon. Wellies still needed!

